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Genesis of the NorÍheast Brazil upper-Tropospheric cyclonic vortex:
A PrimiÍive Equation Barotropic Instability SÍudy

(ltÍanuscripr rcceived 2 Augusr 2005, in final form 3 July 2006)

ABSTIìAgT

The primitive equation barotropic unstable tinear normal modes arc computed using an eigenvaluc
approach for daily latitudinal profiles of zonat florv in the upper-tropospheric tãyer of l0G-350 hpa before
and aftcr formation of cyclonic vortices during January 1993 and November 2001 off the coast of noÍtheâst
Brazil' The s'ave kinetic energy equation for rr- and umotion is presented. Equarions arc derived to isolate
the contribution of divergence and other dynamical processes in the movement anct grorvth of unslable
modes. Numerical accuracy and physical nature of unstable modes are tested.

In a short span of 2-3 days, prior to formation of vortices, a progressive and a sharp intensificâtion of the
basic flow shear zone and its barotropic instabitity are seen rvith time. The horizontaistructure, momentum
transport, and zonal and mcridional scales of the most unslable normalized wave aÍe obtained ancl com-
pared rvith the vortex extracted from the 200-hPa observed rvinds.using a bandpass smoother. A close
agreenÌent is foundbetseen them. It is shorvn that the zonal and mèridional scaleì ofthe preferred rvave
are related to the lenglh scale of lhe shear zone. The rvale is confined to the shcar zone and its maximum
amplitude is located at the latitude of maximunr F - frrr. The role of divergence in the movement antl
growth of the rvave is investigated. The energctics of thsúnstable \\ave r.- anà umotion is computed, and
it is inferred lhat'the eneÍgy source for the grorvth ofrvave rr- (rr) motion is the energy converiion (rvork
done by pressure force), rvhich lies in the shear zone,

It is emphasized that a deeper insight regarding the genesis of the cyclonic voÍtex can be gained on the
basis of stability analy'sis of daily obsen'ed zonal flow profiles, rvhich may not be possible usirlg idealized or
mean profiles- An exilanation for nonmanifestation oi the instability in ihe montilly mean flow is provided.
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formed in the month of January and generally no vor-
tex is observed during the rvinter (May-September).
ïre monihly frequency (number of vortex days in a
month) during the summer is 2.4 (22 days).

They originate mainly in the 200-300-hPa layer and
are observed in the area 20"-10oS, 45'-25"W. Further-
more, the vortices have a cold core at 300 hPa and have
an average westward speed of about 4-6 m s-1. They
exhibit a pronounced southeast-northrvest t i l t with lati-
tude. The wavelength associated rvith the init ial stage of
cyclonic vortex is around 3500 km (Kayano et al. 1997;
Kousky, and Gan 1981). The convective activity is ob-
served mainly away from the vortgx center and particu-
larly ahead of it, that is, ro its rvest.

Mishra et al. (2001, hereafter MRG) studied the evo-
lution of large-scale florv and an embedded cyclonic
vortex at 200 hPa. They noted the follorving: (a) the
development of a strong shear zone before vortex for-
mation; (b) a strong barotropic interaction betrveen
vortex and largc-scale flol; and (c) the zonal and me-

Ì \ t I S H R A  E T  A L .

1. IntroducÍion

During the summer season of the Southern Hemi-
sphere (December-February), synoptic-scale, tran-
sient, cyclonic vortices are frequently observed in the
tropical upper troposphere over the South Atlantic
Ocean off lhe coast of northcast Brazil (Virj i  1981;
Kousky and Gan 1981). They are generally knorvn as
upper-tropospheric vortices of northeast Brazil. The
vortices are embedded in the quasi-stationary, mid-
ocean South Atlantic trough and move westward to-
ward the quasi-stationary Bolivian high located ovcr
the continent of South America.

Kousky and Gan (1981) and subsequently Ramirez et
al. (1999) compiled the various observed statistics re-
lated to the vortices. The largest number of vortices is
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ridional scales of vortex strongly related to the shcar
zone scale instea<ì of the Rossby dcformation radius.
.These features indicate that the barotropic process
dominates over the baroclinic one.

Rao and Bonatti (1987) computed the barotropic en-
ergy conversion at 200 hPa during the summer of 1977t
78, rvhen a number of vorticcs rvere observed over the
area. They noted a tveak energy transfer from zonal to
eddy k inet ic  energy dur ing the per iod.  Recent ly ,
Mishra and Rao (2001, hereafter MR01) performed rhe
energy budget analysis for an individual, representative
cyclonic vortex. They found in the upper troposphere a
sharp decrease (increase) in zonal kinetic energy during
(beforc) the vortex formation, rvhich is associated rvith
its large transfer to eddy kinetic energy.

During the pre- and vorlex periods, the baroclinic
interaction is insignificant as indicated by the zonal to
edcly available potential energy transfer. Furthermore,
the zonal florv during the prevortex period satisfìes the
necessary condition of barotropic instabil ity (Kuo
1949). Thesc fcatures strongly suggest that the barotro-
pic instabil ity is a possible mechanism for the init ial
formation of vortex. MR01 noted that changes in the
mean energy parameters during the vortex period over
their mean values during the prevortex period are large
in the upper layer,100-350 hPa, but insignificant in the
lorver layer,500-1000 lrPa, even though convection is
active. Kuo (1978) found lhat the inÍluence of latent
heat is rveak for sÍorvly eastrvard-moving rvaves concen-
trated in the tropical upper troposphere. Furthermore,
the cffcct of stable stratif ication is to restrict the distur-
bances either to the upper or to the lorver level.

The barotropic instabil ity of zonal f lorv is considered
as the main dynamical mechanism for the origin of most
incipient synoptic disturbances in the Tropics (Kuo
1973). Invariably, an idealized or a mean observed pro-
file is used to investigate its unstable modes and compare
thenr rvith the ensemble characteristics of observed dis-
turbance. A stabilíty analysis of daily zonal florv could
lead to a better understanding of tropical disturbance.

The main purpose of this study is to examine the
primitive equation, barotropic instabil ity of day-to-day
observed latitude-varying, vertically averaged zonal rvind
çirofiles in the layer 100-350 hPa, before the formation of
cyclonic vortices of northeast Brazil. The role of diver-
gence and stratif ication in the unstable modes is to be
examined. It is expected that such an analysis rvill provide
a basis to understand the initial development of vortices.

2. Data and s1'noptic t l iscussion

Reanalysis data of the National Centers for Environ-
mental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric

Volurre 6{

Research (NCEP-NCAR) are used. The data arc 1200
UTC daily zonal (rr) and meridional (u) rvind compo-
nents, tempeÍature (I), and geopotential height (/r) at
all standard pressure levels for the relevant periods.
The data are in a 2.5o x 2.5'latitude and longitude grid.

We have considered trvo observed vortices, rvhose
details are as follorvs.

a. Cyclottic vorte-u durittg 5-18 Jammry 1993

Three vortices formed and dissipated one after an-
other during January 1993. Together they had a total
l i fetime of 19 days. A cyclonic vortex that occurrcd in
early January 1993 over northeast Brazil is selected for
the study. At 200 hPa a rveak vortex was first seen on 5
January around 9oS,35oW and became an intense sys-
tem thc next day. It seems that the vortex formed in
situ. The vortex can be seen as an intense system botlÌ
in rvind and geopotential height. Tlre vortex did not
show any movement during 5-6 January, but during 6-7
January it had moved in the northlest direction (INpE
1993). During the period 5-10 January, the average
eastrvard speed of vortex is 0.5o day-r. Subscquently,
the vortcx moved rvestrvard. Hereafter, this vorlex rvill
be called VorJ93. The author and his collaborators
have studied the evolution and energetics of this par-
ticular vortex (MRG; MROl). The prevortex period is
considered to be betrveen 1 and 4 January.

b, Cyclonic vortex during 13-15 Novenúer 2001

Three vortices formed and dissipated during Novem-
ber 2001 (INPE 2001). On eight differenr days at leasr
one vortex can be seen during the month. The first
cyclonic vortex was formed around 18 November. As
its observed characteristics are not knorvn, daily rr,.u,
and /r at 200 hPa in the global belt 35oS-15"N for th.e
period 10--21 November rvere subjected to a bandpass
smodther, rvhich basically retains rvavelenglhs of 1000-
3500 km (MRc).

An examination of the daily bandpass streamlines
and height contours reveals the follorving. A pair of
rvell-organizcd cyclonic and anticyclonic centers is seen
on 13 Novernber rvith a rvavelength of 3000 km. The
cyclonic center is located at 5oS and 45'W. The vorlcx
rvill be knorvn as VorNOl. During 13-14 November the
vortex has moved in the northeast direction rvith an
eâstrvard speed of3,2 nr s-r. The vortex cannot be seen
in the observed height f ield during 13-15 November but
it can be seen as a rveak organized system in bandpass
height ficld. As the system is rveak and formed close to
the equator, it is cxpected that the associated height
variations are smâll. The system is nearly 3 times
weaker than VorJ93 in terms of vorticity. The prevor-
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tex period for VorN0l is considered to be betrveen l0
and l2 November.

Systcm of cquaÍions

Model eqtmtiorts arrd boundary cotrditiotts

The effect of vertical stratif ication is incorporated as
the vortex and its interaction rvith the large-scale florv is
basically confined to the layer 100-350 hPa. A gravita-
tionally stable three-layer system of homogeneous, in-
compressible, inviscid and nonmixing fluids in hydro-
static balance is considered. Thc motionless top and
bottom layers are infìnitely deep, and the active middle
layer has a constant depth Ho, rvhen at rest. Let [0b],
[0,,,], and to,l (tãrl< [0,,,] < [Q]) denote rhe area-
averaged mean potential tempcratures of the bottom,
middle, and top layers, respectively. Here the bar de-
notes zonal average and the square bracket denotes
latitude average.

The form of equations for the three-layer system is
the same as that of a single layer except that the gravity,
g, is replaced by the reduced gravity, g*. The inÍluence
of vertical stratif ication on the motion of the middle
layer is parameterized in the fornr of g*. We use the
nondimensional form of the equations for a better com-
putalional accuracy. Let Lo (UJ be the characteristic
horizontal length (velocity) scale. The characteristic
scale for t ime (geopotential) is LJU,Q2ò. The linear
momentunl and continuity equations governing the
perturbations on the geostrophic flotv i7(y) in the
middle layer can be easily obtained and rvritten as

ET  AL .  138 I

For normal mode stability analysis, \ve assume wave
solutions of the form

expfiÂ(.r - cr)], (4)

rvhere k is the zonal rvavenumber, c : c, + rc, is the
complex phase speed, and capital letters denote com-
plex rvave amplitudes. Here, c, (c) is the real (imagi-
nary) part of c.

Substitution of (4) into (1) leads to the follorving nor-
mal mode stabil ity problem:

k(u -  c)U -  U-nr . )V + k<Ir :0,  (5a)

k{u - c)V - fU -'l'r. = 0, (5b)

(óu + õ)-'[Â(Í - s)rt, - f"l1+ kI] + V, = 0. (5c)

Here the geostrophic relation for iÌ is uscd in (5c). The
boundary conditions are

v : 0  a r  y : 0  a n d  y : D / L 6 .  ( 6 )

As the boundary conditions are in V, a single equa-
tion in V is obtained from (5a)-(5c) (Kuo 1978). The
eigenvalue equation for c can be finally rvritten as

v r., *l(Zíi ro + f u)/ A - zfu c r'fv r. *{(p - i r r) o- |

+ lz(f - ur.)ur. + f(f - ur)c-t - tujn + zou).)c;2yL

- lpu + f u, + t?1, + fU - rrr)Jc" 2)V : O,

(7)

o :'íi - ci 
"f,: 

,bo + ô; t\ : c2, - o2. (8)

To obtain the equation for <Ir, U from (5a) is substi-
tured in (5c).

k1cf,- oz)4>: t(/- ur)czr- fiolv + czroVr. (9)

Here, U is computed from (5a) using V and tlt.
As Se--, (5a)-(5c) reduce to the nondivergent baro-

tropic model. Furthermore, (8) implies that c! -+ oo and
A -+ cc as {o -+ cc" rvhich in turn rvhcn used in (7) is
reduced to

Vrr: Í(F - urr)o-r - t?1V = O. (10)

Here, V : ,(V for a nondivergent wave, where V is the
amplitude of streamfunction rvave; upon substituting in
(10), it is reducecl to the nondivergent barotropic vor-
ticity cquation.

To determine the correctness of formulation of the
eigenvalue problem [(7)] and the accur'acy of numerical

t
t
s

c
s

tt i  + ,,tt ' , - (f - ur.)v'= -ó|, (la) 
wnere

ui * uv, * ftL = -ç',, (lb)

ól + n,b| + úru' + (óo + óX,,i + uj,) : 0, (1c)

rvhere J : Ío + Fy, F = fr, Íi : -õr, éo = (g* LJ
uâ)Ho.

Here the prinre (') denotes perturbation and all other
symbols have standard nteaning. All variables and pa-
ramelers are nondinrensional except for É/o and g+; g*
is given by

8* = 8([4] - [õ,,,]x[4,,] - [00])[0,,]-'(41 - tõó]- t.

(2\

For lateral rvalls separated by a distance of D/Lo, the
boundary conditions are

u ' = 0  a t  ) ' = 0  a n d  y = D / L s , (3)
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computations, the eigenvalues are computed for a large
Ho : l0{ km and compared with the values obtained
from the nondivergent case. The two sets of values are
found to be identical up to 2-3 decimal places.

b. Wave kittetic energy eqttotions

The rvave kinetic eneÍgy equations are obtained
separately for the r, and u part of the motion. Let KW,,
(KW,) denote the zonal average rvave kinetic energy
per unit mass of rr (u). The zonal averaging is done over
the rvavelength, À : 2nlk.Using (4), KW,, (KW,) can
be rvritten in terms of the rvave amplitude U (V) as

KW, : UU* exp(2kc,t)/4, KW,: VV* exp{2kc,t)/4,

(1 1)

rvhere the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. From
(11),  we obta in

(KW"), = kciUU+/2, (KW,), = kctVV*/2. (12)

Equation (5a) is multiplied by -U* and the inragi-
nary part of the resulting equation gives

(KW,),: C(K.,KW,,) - C(KW", KW,) + GKW,,,

(13a)

rvhere GKW,, is the geostrophic zonal average rvave ki-
netic energy, and

Kr=i2í2, C(K., KW,,) = u"lm{vIJ*)ÍZ,

C(KW,,, KW") : flm(VU *)r2,

and GKW,, = klm(U*qr)rz. (13b)

Here, K, is the kinetic energy of basic florv. The first
term on the rhs of (13a), C(K., KW,,) denotes the baro-
tropic energy conversion from K. to KW,., due to the
wave momentum transport in the meridional direction,
-lm(VU*)l? (rr u ) dorvn the gradient of i7. It is the u
part of the rvave motion that receives energy from K.
The second term denotes the Coriolis transfer of kinetic
energy from u to v motion, and the last term represents
the generation of KW,, due to the rvork done by the
pressure gradient force in the x direction.

Similarly the equation for KW" is obtained from (5b).
It can be rvritten as follorvs using the relation V*qty :
(7*Õ), - VIA:

(KW"), = C(KW,,, KW,) + GKW" - lm(V*<lt)"/2,

(l4a)

rvhere

GKw' = lm(VïQ)í,'
'I-he second term on the rhs of (l4a) denotes KW,

generation due to pressure rvork in the meridional di-
rection. Here, V*4t12 is the meridional Í lux of geopo-
tcntial (tT7), which transports the wave kinetic encÍgy

Vor-urre 6{

K\ along the latitude and vanishes for the quasigeo-
strophic case. Furthermore, for thc nondivergent as
rvell as for the quasigeostrophic rvave motion the gen-
eration terms GKW., and GKW,, are equal and oppo-
s i tc .

The area-averaged eddy kinetic energy (K") is ob-
tained upon averaging (13a) and (14a) over the channel
and then adding. The Ílux term vanishes on using the
boundary conditions

(rK"), : C(Kz, K") + GK.,

rvhere

K,= [KW, , ]+ [KW"] ;

GK.: [GKW,,] + [GKW,];

C(Kz, K"): [C(K., KW,,)].

(15a)

(15b)

The grorvth ral.e, kci,can also be computed from (K.),
using the relation

kc;: (K"),/(2K"). (16)

c. Zotml propagatio,t artd growtlr

We consider the l inear divergent barotropic vorticity
equation:

(i: -u(', - (B - í irr)v' - (f -Try)D', (l7a)

rvhere (' and D' denote relative vorticity and diver-
gence, respectively, and are given by

1' ='u', - u'., and D' : tt'1, + u'y. (l7b)

Using (4) in (17b), we get

(' = Z expfik(.r - c4l and D' = iÁ exp[ik(.r - cl)],

rvhere

(t8a)

7:  - (kV + Ur)  and L:  kU + Vy.  (18b)

In case (' + 0, it can be easily shown that

J O U R N A L  O F  T H E  A T I T Í o s P H E R I c  S C I E N C E S

rvhere

An expression f.or {il{' is obtained in terms of rvave
amplitudes from (17a). Then using it in (19b) gives

c,:íl* &-r(B - ur.r)Re(v/z) + k-t(.f - ur)Re(NZ).

c : ik-t (i/{,

c, = -k-t[m(ti/(),

ci: k-'P.c(ït{'\

(19a)

(1eb)

(19c)
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The first, second, and third terms on the rhs of (20a)
denote wave propagation due to the rvave advection by
rr, the advection of planetary vorticity, and the rvave
vorticity generation by the divergcnce, respectively.
Equation (20a) can be rvrit len in a computationally
more suitable form as

c, : ïí + k-t(p - urr)Re(VZ*)4zf + k-tT

- rir)F.e(LZ+)/lZl2. (2ob)

Similarly the relation for c1 can be obtained as

c i = k-t (P - u rr)lm(v z*)AZP

+ k-t$ - ur)lm(AZ*)llZlz (20c)

A large computational error can occur close to the
boundaries, as lZl can be small.

As a special case we consider a nondivergent wave of
constant anrplitude, superimposcd on a uniform zonal
florv rro. These assumptions imply that

úrr :0;  Ur :  0;  V/Z = -k- t ;  Á:  0.  (21)

Substituting (21) in (20a) gives the Rossby formula for
rvave phase speed (Rossby 1939):

c,: u6- p/Ê. (22)

4. Numerical nrethorls

Equation (7) is rvritten as a set of trvo first-order
equations in y rvith Vr : Vy as a new variable. To
integrate the equations, rve specify Vr = 1/ô/ at the
south boundary, rvhere ôf is the grid spacing. Thc
fourth-order accurate Runge-Kutta methocl is used for
the integration.

Here, c for a given rvavelength ^ (:2nlk) is obtained
using an iterative scheme. At the nth iteration cn (Va)
is the value of c (7) at the north boundary. The incre-
ment ôc" is the smaller absolute root of the follorving
quadratic equation (Kuo 1978):

Vr(c" + ôc") = yr1""; + V'u@")õc" + V'[(c")(õc")2

: 0 , (23)

rvhere Vi (Vi) is the first (second) derivative of V, rvith
Íespect to c and compute<I using the center differ-
ence scheme. The iteration rvas terminaÍed rvhcn c'r+l -

c" 3 e, rvhcre e is a small prespccified value fixed as
10-6 in the sturl l ' .

The first guess of c is obtained from the Horvard
semicircle lheorem (Horvar<I 1961). Here, rr" and i7r"
are conrputed including at boundaries using fourth-
order center difference schemes, rvhere requisite values
of Í outside the boundaries are uscd. Furthermore, the

computed ii" and íi* are subjected to a 5-point
smoother to suppress the 2ô, rvave (Mishra et al. 1981)'
The cubic spline is used for interpolation of i7 to the
required grid spacing and its midpoint.

5. IìIodel parantclcrs for VorJ93

a. Íi and (p - ilr) profiles

For zonal averaging the longitude interval from 52.5o
to 22.5"W is chosen, rvhich lies betrveen centers of Bo-
livian high and South Atlantic trough. Here, i7 is verti-
cally interpolated at the regular pressure interval of 50
hPa using the cubic spline technique. The vertical av-
eraged ii in the layer 10G-350 hPa is subjected to a
5-point smoother along the latitude.

Daily profiles of a during the prevortex period 1-4
January are designated as UJl, UJ2, UJ3, and UJ4,
respectively, and are shorvn in Fig. la. An examination
of the profiles reveals that a strong shear zone is cre-
ated around 12'S by 4 January mainly due to a progres-
sive northrvard shift of easterly rvind maximum and the
development of rvestcrly rvind maximum around 7oS. In
the figure, U200 represents the profile at 200 hPa on 4
January. This profi le also has the maximum shear
around 12'S. The profiles UJ3 and UJ4 shorv a sharp
linear increase betrveen their easterly and rvesterly
maxims. Hence, the latitudinal separation of rvind max-
ims can be considered as the cltaracteristic Iength scale
(L,) of the shear zone instead of its half-rvidth, rvhiclt is
appropriate for.a hyperbolic tangent profile. An exami-
nation of profiles reveals that L" : 1225 km.

The latitude distribution of p - Ì-5, is shorvn in Fig.
lb. A strong sign reversal of B - 

-r1, can be seen around
12" and 4'S in all profiles except for UJ2. This means
that iÌ prior to the vortex formation satisfies the neces-
sary condition for barotropic instabil ity. MR01 con-
cluded that the mean January 1993 and mean zonal
Ílol during 5-10 January in the upper troposphere sat-
isfy rather rveakly the necessary condition for barotro-
pic instabil ity.

The latitudinal channel from 25"S to 5"N is used for
the computation so lhat its center is close to the latitude
of vortex formation. Here, Jo and p are considered at
the middle of the channel, and U6 and le are chosen as
10 m s-l and 10ó m, respectively.

b. g* and Hs

The reduced gravity g* is computed from the mean
and vertically averaged 0 for January 1993 in the layers
350-1000,100-350, and 1G-100 hPa over the area 25oS-
5'N, 52.5o-22.5"W. The computed value of g* is found
to be 0.8 m s-2.
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of Ho is 7 km, rvhich is close to the scale height.'The
Rossby deformation radius, La, rvhich is generally used
as the length scale for midlatitude synoptic-scalc mo-
tion, is computed from the relalion (Pedlosky 1987)

Ln: (gxH)12/fo.

The conrputed value of Lo is 3000 km.

6. InsÍability' of zonal florl tluring Íhe pro'ortcx
pcriod of VorJ93

Based on numerical experiments, ô)' : 1" (111.2 km)
is considered adequate for the computations. Further-
more, wavelenglh at the interval ôÀ = 500 (1000) km is
specified in the range 2500-6000 (6000-10 000) km. For
each À, the fastest-grorving and fastest-converging solu-
tion rvas selected. Subsequently, its continuìty rvith the
previous lorver À solution rvith regards to its amplitude
distribution and phase speed rvas examined. If found
necessary, the next-fastest-growing solution rvas picked
up. Initially, the gross fastest-grorving wave in the com-
plete range of À is dctermined; subscquently to obtain
the more accurate value, À around the gross value is
sampled at the shorter interval of ôÀ = 250 km.

a. Preferred wavelengtlt, its grotvtlr rate, and plmse
speed

The daily grorvth rate (kcr) and phase speed (c.) spec-
trâ as â function of À for the prevortex period are pre-
sented in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively. The speclra for
the profile U200 are also included in the figures. It can
be seen from kc; spectra that rr has progressively be-
came more and more unstable and developed a sharp
peak with time as it approaches the day of vortex for-
mation. The fastcst-grorving rvave for UJ4 has À : 4000
km and kc, : 9.550 day-r, rvhich implies an e-folding
time of 1.8 days. Hereafter, the fastest-grorving rvave
associated with UJ4 rvill be called the prefcrred rvave if
not mentioned otherrvise. MRG estimated the rvave-
length as 3000 km for VorJ93 from its horizontal dis-
tributions of bandpass rvind and geopotential. We rvil l
present a possible reason, while discussing the horizon-
tal structure subsequently, for rvhy the observed rvave-
lcngth of VorJ93 is lcss than lhe average valuc for the
vortex. The zonal scale of the preferred rvave can be
taken as À/rr (Mishra et al. 1981 ), rvhich is equal to 1270
km. This value is very close to I but much smaller than
LR. MRG also reached the same conclusion regarding
the relation betrveen the length scale of large-scale florv
and embcdded vortcx. Hcre, c, = 0.73 m s-1, rvhich is
small and in a good agreement rvith the observation
that the vortex remained almost stationarv.
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Flc. l. Lâtitudinal distributions of zonally (52.5"-22.5"W) and

vert ical ly  (100-350 hPa) avcragcd dai ly  (a)  zonal  s ind (-s- t ) ,
and (b)  p -  i i r ,  (10-r t  m-t  s- t )  dur ing 1- .4 Jan 1993 ancl  ar  lhe
200-hPa level for 4 Jan 1993.

'  The middle layer is considered as an incompressible
íìuid with a density at the vertical average pressure and
tempcrature. Hcre, Ho is defined as the depth over
rvhich a pressure falls by 250 hPa. The computed value
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Frc. 2. (a) cro\Ì'th rate (day-t) and (b) phase speed (m s-r) as
a function of rvavelength (103 km) for rhe UJl, UJ2, UJ3, UJ4,
and U20O profiles. UJ4N spectra are for the nondivergent case oÍ
the UJ.4 profile.

The kc1 and c/ spectra for u profiles at 300-, 200-, and
100-hPa levels have also been computed but not pre-
sented, except for U200. A comparison of these spectra
rvith the layer spectra (Fig. 2a) reveals that rvhile the
preferred À rernained unchanged, A at 300 ancl 200 hpa
is more unstable compare to the layer. The largest
growrh rate for U200 is 0.651 day-'. llere, i7 at 100 hpa
is marginally unstiìble and prcferred rvavelcngths Iie in
the range 6000-7000 km. A southward (northrvard)
shift of the channel leads to an increase (decrease) of
grorvth ratc rvithout any change in the preferrcd rvave-
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length and the location of rvave amplitude maximum.
This can be understood in terms of decrcase (increase)
of B, rvhich implies a decrease (increase) of its stabili-
zation effect.

The nondivergent preferred À for UJ4 is 4000 km
rvith a grorvth rale of 0.616 day-t. Hence divergence
reduces the preferred grotvth rate. The kc; and c. spec-
lra are also computed after neglecting the effect of ver-
tical stratification, g* = g (not presentcd). It is inferred
that the stratification stabilizes (destabilizes) the florv
for À < (>) 8000 km. Furthermore, the stabilization
(destabil ization) eÍfect decreases (increases) with the
increase of À. The stratification has no effect on the
preferred À. Horvever, it induces a very small rvestlard
component of movement. These results are as expected
and confirmed that the unstable rvaves obtained in the
study are physical, nol numerical, modes.

No significant barotropic unstable mode is found for
the mean l for January 1993, even though the number
of vortex days is quite high. Furthermore, Ìz immedi-
ately after the vortex formation is very rveakly unstable
(not presented). These results are understandable as
the mean florv of January, and the vortex period satis-
fies very weakly the necessary conditíon of barotropic
instabil ity (MR01; MRG).

b. Struclure of tlrc preferred wave

For a better comparison of the preferred rvave tvith
the observed vortex. the latter rvas isolated from ob-
servcd rvinds at 1200 UTC at 200 hPa on 6 January after
subjecting them to the bandpass smoother. To elimi-
nate the generation of boundary errors the tvind data
along the complete latitude circle are used. Day 2 of
VorJ93 is selected, as thc system is fully devclopecl by
then. In Fig. 3a, the bandpass streamlines are pre-
sented. A cyclonic center can be easily located at 9"S,
32.5'W and an anticyclonic center is to its rvest. A sys-
tem of cyclonic and anticyclonic circulation can be con-
sidered to be a rvave of rvavelength around 3000 km. To
the east of the cyclonic center a deep intrusion from the
north can be seen. It might have pushed the cyclonic
center torvard the anticyclonic center along the longi-
tude. This may be one possible reason rvhy the rvave-
length of VorJ93 is less than the average value. This
also partially accounts for the large difference betrveen
rvavelcngths of preferred rvave and the obscrved vortex
VorJ93. The streamline patterns exhibit a strong south-
east to northrvest t i l t.

For normalization o[ the preferred rvave, the lVl
maximum is fixed so that the maximum transport asso-
ciated rvith it is equal to that of the observed transpor{
computed from the bandpass rr and u at 200 hPa on 6
January. Hence the lVl maximum value is 6.7 ms-r.
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Frc. 3. Horizontal distribulion of (a) bandpass sticamlines at
200 hPa on ó Jan 1993 and (b) strcamlines for the normalized
primÍtive equation preferred rvave of the UJ4 profile,

This value is very close to the maximum value of urvave
amplitude obtained by ÌríRG. The streamlines for the
preferred wave are presented in Fig.3b. It is seen from
the figure that the trough and ridge ti l t strongly in the
southeast-northwest direction and the cenler of cy-
clonic circulation is located very close to 9oS. Both of
these fcatures are in agreement rvith lhe observed vor-
tex. Southeast-northwest t i l t is an average feature ob-
served in cyclonic vortices (Kousky and Gan 1981; Kay-
ano et â1. 1997; MRG), The maximum intensity of rvave
in terms of its relative vorticity occurs rvhere the maxi-
mum of F - frn,is locate{, rvhich is to the north of

LONGITUDE

Frc. 4. Horizontal distribution of (a) geopotential (m2 s-2) anct
(b) divergencc (10-6 5-r; for the normalized primitive equation
preferred l'ave of thc UJ4 profile. Contour intervals are 25 m2 s-2
and 0.1 x l0-ó s-r for geopotentiat and dilergence, respectir.ely.

maximum shear. The cyclonic center of the nondiver-
gent wave is also located very close to 9"S (not pre-
sented).

A comparison of the geopotential (Fig. 4a) and
streamlíne distributions indicates that the lorv l ies about
3o south of the cyclonic center, a feature noted in many
earlier instabil ity studies for tropical disturbances (Mak
and Kao 1982; Mishra et al. 1985). Furthermore, the
contours exhibit a strong southeast-northwest t i l t simi-
lar to streamlines. The latitudinal half-rvidth of the geo-
potential distribution is about 12o, rvhich can be con-
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sidered as the meridional scale of the rvave. This is in
good agreement with the meridional scale of 1275 km
obtained by MRG for VorJ93. The meridional and
zonal scales o['wave are comparable, The convergence
is located in the southrvest sector of rvave (Fig, 4b) as
noted by MRG.

c. Motttetúttnt Iro,tsport
'fhe rvave momentum transport (rr 'r,/) associated

rvith the normalizcd preferred rvave is sholn in Fig. 5.
The rvesterly momentum transports are southward,
rvhich is consistent lvith the pronounced southeast-
northwest tilt of the rvaÍe.. It is mainly confined to the
latitude belt corresponding to'the basic-state shear
zone; the latitude of maximum rt'u' nearly coincides
rvith that of the maxinrum shear. The strong transport
occurs in the very naÍrow latitude belt of 5o around
l2oS, rvhich is the half-rvidth of the profi le. The trans-
port is against the shear of i? (see Fig. la).. Furthermore,
the convergence (divergence) of rvesterly wave momen'
tunr occurs in the basic-state easterly (rvesterly) zone.
This situation is favorable to reduce the shear of i i  and
to transfer kinetic energy from Í to the rvave. To isolate
the role of divergence, the profile for the nondivergcnt
case is also included in the figure. The nondivergent
rvave is also normalized such that the lVl maximum is
6.7 ms-r. Practically no differcnce can be noted be-
tween the divergent and nondivergent profi les. It seems
that the divergence has no significant influence on the
distribution of momentum transport.

The observed momentum transport computed from
the ban<Jpass u and v is also presented in the figure. It
can be said that the transport by the rvave is very close
to the observed one except that the former is shifted to
south by 3o. A closer examination of Fig. 3a (Fig. 3b)
reveals that the observêd (rvave) ti l t is more to thc
north (south) than to the south (north) of the center.
This provides a possible explanation for the southrvard
shift of transport distribution relative to the observed
one.

d. Ettergctícs of tlrc preferred wave

The lâtitudinal variation of energy components of
KW,, and KW, are shorvn in Figs. 6a and 6b, respec'
tively. The energy conversions, generations, and the
flux are mainly confined to the shear zone and their
absolute values shorv a maxinrum around the shear
maximum, In the sltear zone, the energy conversion and
Coriolis transfer contribute to the grorvth of the rvave
tr-motion, rvhile the rvork done against the pressure
force acts as a sink. Beyond the shear zone the rvork
done by pressurc force is responsible for the rvave
grorvtlt.

A L .
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M0MENTUM TRANSPORT (m*m/s/s)

Frc.5. Latitudinal distributions of zonal averaged momentum

transport, Íìf (rt.-t), associated lrith the normalized primitive

equation (solid) and nondivergent (dotted) preferred rvaves for

the UJ1 profile. The observed momentum lÍânsport profile

(dashed) is computed using bandpass rvinds. For the preferred

rval'es zonal averaging is done over their rvavelength lvhile for

obsen'ed from 55" to 27.5'W.

For the rvave umotion, the rvork done by pressure

force is responsible for its grorvth, rvhile the Coriolis

transfer of energy from v to u motion acts as a sink in

the shear zone (Fig. 6b). The excess wave kinetic cn-

ergy in the shear zone is transported alvay by u'{ '. The

intensification of the umotion beyond the shear zone is

due to the convergence of u'{", lvhich is stronger than

the decay due to GKW. Since u$7 are significantly
large, the unstable wave cannot be treated as the geo'

strophic one. On the other hand, GKW,, and GKW, are

nearly equal and opposite, and the wave can be ap-

proximated as the nondivergent onc. As expected, the

latiturtes of maximum rvave kinetic energy and the lolv

arc close to each other.
The latitude averaged energy'cycle associated with

the preferred rvave is shorvn in Fig. 7. The grorvth of

rvave tt-motion is not only due to the kinetic energy

received from basic florv but equally from its rrmotion
due tô the Coiiotis lransfer. The umotion is intensified
as a result of the rvork done by the pressure force. The

rr-motion is losing energy as it is doing rvork against the

pressure force. Overall, the rvork done by the pressure

force (divergence effect) acts as a very small sink for K"
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(a)

-  t J

-20
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Frc. 6. Latitudinal distributions of energy components (m2 s-2),
conversions (10-4 m2 s-3), and generalions (10-4 m2 s-3) due to
lvork done by pressure force associated rvith iihè normalized
primitive equation preferred rvave (a) lr- and (b) ümotion, Vphy
(tO-j m2 s-3) in (b) is the divergence of z.onal averaged meridi-

onal Ílux of geopotentiat, uf, and K, (10 m2s-2) in (a) is the

kinctic energy of basic zonal florv.

Volu:rrc 64

Frc. 7. Barolropic engrgy c1'cle for the normalized prinitive
equation rvave for the UJ4 profile. Energy components K.,
[KW,l, and [KW"l are in m2 s-2 and energy conversions; tenden-
cies and generations are in n2 s-1. All quantities are averaged
over the latitude interval 25"S-5"N.

and the conversion as the main source for its grolth.
The energy cycle for K. may open to an erroneous
conclusion that it is energy transfer from K. that is
responsible for the grolth of both rr- and rtmotion of
the rvave and it is approximately gcostrophic. It may be
mentioned that the grorvth rate computed using time
tendency of K" is in close agreement to the value ob-
tained in the study.

MR0l computed vertically integrated mean barotro-
pic energy conversion in the layer 100-500 hPa for
VorJ93 as 0.63 W m-2. This value includes a significant
positive contribution from the eddy v momentum trans-
port, rvhich is absent in the instability problem of u. We
assume that the energy conversion value obtained in
the study is valid as well for the layer 100-500 hPa. On
the basis of this assumption, the vertically integrated
barotropic eneÍgy conversion is computed for the pre-
ferred rvave as 0.48 W m-2, rvhich is comparable to the
observed value mentioned above.

e. Influence of divergence on tÌrc preferred wave

The contribution of B - Ç, and divergence ternìs to
ci are computed from (20c) for the preferred rvave. Let
cip (cia) denote the imaginary part of c, due to the p -
-r5, (divergence). The channel-averaged value for the
divergent (nondivergent) rvave is c;p: 4.44 (4.46) m s-t
and ci1 - -0.40 (0) ms-t. It is evident that the diver-
gence stabilizes shear florv and reduces the preferred
rvave grorvth by around 10%. The stabilization of rvaves
is predominately accounted for by the negative rvork
done by pressure force in presence of divergence.
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(a)Each of the terms on the rhs of (20b) is computed
separately, in order to study the preferred wave move-
ment and the role of divergence. It is noted that advec-
tion by Ì7 moves the rvave eastrvard, which is nearly
balanced by rvestrvard propagation due to the planetary
vorticity advection and divergence. The contribution of
divergence torvard the rvestrvard movement is signifï-
cant, rvhich is about 20o/" of. the planetary vorticity ad-
vection. The divergence inducing rvestrvard motion to
the preferred rvave is physically understandable as the
region of convergence, rvhich generates cyclonic vortic-
ity, is located to the southrvest of the cyclonic center
(see Fig. 4b).

It is justif iecl to conclude on the basis of the above
discussion that the divergence effect on the grorvth and
movement of the unstable barotropic rvave is similar to
the p effect.

7. I\Íodel paranrctcrs for VorNOl

Daily i7 profiles ín the layer 100-350 hPa are com-
puted during the prevortex period and on 13 November
for VorNO1. The arca 22.5oS-7.5oN.52.5'-22,5'W is se-
lected for computations. Other parameters are similar
to that of VorJ93. The latitudinal distributions of Ì7 are
designatecl as UN10, UNll, UN12, and UN13 for 10,
lI, 72, and 13 November, respectively, and are pre-
sented in Fig. 8a. It can be noted that a shear zone
developed quitc fast during the prevortex period. The
shear zone is not seen on 10 November; it is strongest
on 12 November around 8.5oS and shorvs the sign of
rveakening on the day of íormalion of the vortex. A
comparison of Fig. 1a and Fig. 8a indicates that features
associated rvith the developntent of shear zone for
VorJ93 and VorNO1 are similar. but the latter is shifted
northrvard rvith respect to the former and it is rveaker.
Here, L" : 900 km, rvhich is less than that of VorJ93.

All profiles satisfy the necessary condition for the
barolropic instability (Fig. 8b). The profile UN10 sat-
isfies the condition very rveakly and close to thc south
boundary. Furthermore, F - ilyy the profile for UNl0,
is such that it can never satisfy the necessary and suf-
ficient condition íor the instabil ity, as wave amplitude is
largest around the middle of the channel. The variation
oÍ B - n, across the shear zone is about 1.44 X 10-10
m-l s-t, rvhich is much smaller than the value 2.1 X
10-10 m-r s-r for VorJ93. The variation of p - Ì-5"
indicates that Í for VorNOl is likely to be less unstable
than that of VorJ93.

8. Inslabil iÍy of zonal Í lorv during lhc prevorÍex
period of \torn-01

Here, rve present, in brief, the main results for
VorNO1; kc, and cf spectra for UNl1, UNl2, and UNl3
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Ftc.8. Same as in Fig. l, except for the pcriod lG-13 Nov 2001.

are shorvn in Figs. 9a and 9b, respectively. As expected
no unstable mode is found for UNIO. The preferred
rvave for  UN12 has kcr :9.31t  day-r ,  c ,  = -0.658

m s-r and À = 3000 km. The preferred rvavelength is in
complete agreement rvith the observed value, which has
been mentioned in section 2b. It mav be noted that lhe
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Fro. e. same as in Fig. t;JJï$,!: 'profi les UNll, uNl2,

ratio of largest grorvth rate to the change of dynamical
parameter I - i, across the shear zone is nearly the
same for the trvo cases considered in the study. Hence,
it can be said that it is shear zone that conlrols to a large
extent the grorvth of vortices. The zonal scale of the
preferred rvave is 955 km, rvhich is close to L". A similar
relation betn'een lhe rvave zonal scale and L, has been
note<I for VorJ93. The kc; spcctrum for UNl3 has a
sharp peak at 2500 km and a Íïat peak at 4500 km of
nearly same values (0.243 doy-t). The real part of the
phase speed c, = 3.5 m s-r for the smalten rvave is very
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Fro. 10. Same'as ín Fig.3, except for (a) 13 Nov 2001 and (b)

the preferred rvave of the UNl2 profile.

close to the observcd speed of the vortex during 13-14
November.

The bandpass streamlines at 200 ltPa for 13 Novem-
ber are presented in Fig. 10a. A pair of rvell-developed
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intense cyclonic and anticyclonic centers can be seen.
The cyclonic center is located at 5"S,45.W. The stream-
.l ines associated rvith the vortex exhibit a strong south-
east to northwest t i l t. The streamlines for normalized
the preferred wave arc shorvn in Fig. 10b. For the nor-
malization, the lyl maxinrum is fixed at the same value
as used for VorJ93. The cyclonic center is located at
5oS, rvhich is in complete agreement rvith the observecl
location. Furthermore, the center is located to the north
of maximum shcar and coincides rvith the latitude of
maximum I - Ìyy, a featuie common rvith VorJ93. It is
seen f rom the f igure that  the st rong southeast-
northwest t i l t is in agreement tvith the observations.

Here, rr 'u' is southrvard throughout the belt but con-
centrated in a narrorv zone around its peak value of 18
m2 s-2 at 8.5"S, rvhich coincides with the latitucte of
maximum shear (not presented). A similar relation be-
tween lalitudes of r77 ancl the shear maxima has been
found for VorJ93. The southrvard 7Í is consistent with
the ti l t of the rvavc. Furthernrore, rr 

" 
is against the

shear of i7, a situation favorable for the grorvth of lhe
rvave by the barotropic process.

The energy cycle associatecl rvith the preferred rvave
is computed but not presented. The cycle is the sanre as
that of VorJ93 except that it is rveak; the Coriolis trans-
fer is stronger than the barotropic energy conversion.
Since GKW,, and GKW" exactly balance each other,
lhe rvave can be treated to a good degree of approxi-
mation as a nondivergenl.

9. Discussion and conclusions

The divergent barotropic stability of daily rr profiles
in the layer 100-350 hPa before and after the formation
of vortices VorJ93 and VorNOl is examined. Before the
formation oI vorlices, rr becontes progressively unstable
rvith the passage of t ime. It is shotvn that the zonal and
meridional scales of the fastest-groling rvave are in
good agreement rvith the observations. Furthermore,
these scales are relatctl to the shear zone but not to the
Rossby de[ormation radius. This indicates the dominat-
ing role of barotropic dynamics and the controlling in-
fluence of shear zone in the vortex development.

A closc agreenìent is found betrveen tlìe computed
horizontal structures, monìentum transports, and baro-
tropic energy conversions associated rvith fastest-
grorving barotropic, normalized normal mode and the
observed cyclonic vorlex. It is shorvn that. the barotro-
pic cncrgy conversion (rvork done by pressure force) is
the energy sourcc for the grorvth of rvave rr- (tr) motion,
the rvave amplitude, and fT and JQr are basicalty
confined to the shear zone. Thc results of the study
suggest that the barotropic instabil ity of the shear zone
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can excite observed upper-tropospheric cyclonic vorti-
ces in the vicinity of northcast Brazil.

On the basis of rcsults obtained here and available in
our earlier studies (MRG; MR01), rve arrived at thc
folloling possible scenario regarding lhe formation of
cyclonic vortices and their subsequent development. In
a short span of 2-3 days, before the vortex formalion, a
barotropically unstable, strong latitudinal shear zone
developecl in the region betrveen the upper-tropo-
spheric large-scale Bolivian high and South Atlantic
trough. The development of shear zone can be attrib-
uted to the intensification, the favorable relative move-
ment and orientation of the Bolivian high and its asso-
ciated ridge, and the Atlantic trough. The barotropic
instabil ity of the shear zone can trigger the vortex for-
mâtion. The sharp iveakening of the shear zone and
alnost coniplete release of its instability on some cases
are characteristics associated rvith the vortex formation.
Thus the vortex formation may be considered as an
event or an episode. The southeast-northrvest tilt of the
rvave implies a dorvngradient transport of wave mo-
mentum, such that the divergence (convergence) of
ìvesterly momentum is in the region of large-scale rvest-
erly (easterly) rvinds. Furthermorc, this situation is fa-
vorable for a transfer of kinetic energy from the shear
zone to the vortex, rvhich leads to a further tveakening
of the former and an intensification of lhe lattcr, cven
though the basic flow is no longer unstable. The num-
ber of vortex days in a month may be large, but the
number of days rvhen thc large-scale flotv is unstable is
small. It is underslanclable that the signature of baro-
tropic instabil ity in connection rvith the formation of
vortices cannot be clearly seen in the upper-tropo-
spheric monthly mean rr of January 1993 and November
2001. In some çases a partial release of barotropic in-
slability occurs rvith the vortex formation. This mode of
vortex formation needs further investigation. It rvill be
rather diff icult to arrive at a scenario as presented
above on the basis of an idealized or a mean iz profile.
It can be concluded that the stabil ity analyses of daily
observed profiles are likely to provide a better insight
on the genesis of tropical disturbances than that ob-
tained from an idcalizcd or a mean i7.

It is not intended to discard the possible role of baro-
clinic process in the initial scale selection, in horizontal
movement, and in the further development of the vor-
tex. We have not considered the role of zonal-rvave
interaction in the development of the vortex, rvhich
seems to be quite significant as pointed out by MRG. A
nonlinear stabil ity study can bring the preferred un-
stable mode sti l l  closer to reality. It is rvell established
that the convective âctivity takes place alay from the
center and along the periphery in thc rvestern sector of
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voÍtex. The convection can play an important role in
the maintenance of vortex, rvhich is ignorecl in the
study. The stability analysis of latitude-varying rÌ cannot
províde a proper basis to explain the prefcried longi_
tude for the occurrence of the vortex. For this purposc
a stabil ity analysis of zonally varying basic flow is sug-
gested as a future study.
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